1. Can’t eat Beef
... Mad cow

5. Can’t eat fruits and veggies
.... insecticides and herbicides
GMO’s in everything !

SPOOF SNIPPET!
MESSAGE TO THE
AUSTRALIAN PUBLIC
The federal government is
sending each and every
one of us a $600?? rebate.

2. Can’t eat
chicken .. Bird

6. Add water, not much left , also
now we cannot drink it because
of Fluoride and Sewage eh!

4. Can’t eat fish .....
heavy metals in the waters
has poisoned their meat

Mart,

⇒If we purchase fruit and vegetables
it will go to Mexico, Honduras,
and Guatemala,

⇒If we purchase a good car
it will go to Japan,

⇒ If we purchase use-

3. Can’t eat eggs
..

3. Can’t eat pork...
fears of trichinosis...

⇒If we spend that money at K-

the money will go to China .
⇒If we spend it on petrol
it will go to the Arabs, if we
purchase a computer it will go to
Taiwan,

7. I believe
that leaves
Chocolate!!!!!
You can only
eat Swiss or
Belgium
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Remember - - - ‘STRESSED’
spelled backwards! is’ DESSERTS ‘

less junk it will go to
Korea and none of it
will help the Australian
economy.
⇒The only way
to keep that
money here at
home ... is to
spend it
on `women’
and beer,
since these
are the only
products still
produced in
Australia
Thank you
for your
help.
Kevin Rudd
& Wayne
Swan .
( Australian
Prime Minister
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